[Comparing the effectiveness of different treatment modalities on the smoking cessation rates].
The social patterns of smoking have changed significantly in the past two decades but smoking is still as prevalent in the lowest socioeconomic groups as it was widespread. For the solution of this enormous problem many kinds of treatment modalities have been proposed but there is no single successful method for quitting. To determine the smoking cessation rates with behavioural treatment, behavioural + pharmacological treatments and compare the differences between each approaches. 371 smokers were prospectively evaluated between 2004 and 2008. At the beginning subjects were classified into two groups: behavioral treatment group (I) and pharmacological + behavioural treatment group (II). Numbers of patients per group were 88 and 283 respectively. According to pharmacological therapy group II was also divided into three subgroups: nicotine replacement treatment (NRT) (regardless of the type and dosage) (IIa), bupropion (IIb) and combination treatment modalities group (IIc). Numbers of patients per subgroups were 185, 70 and 28 respectively. All of the patients were attended the one year follow up visits. According to the baseline characteristics there was no significant difference between the groups and subgroups. At the end of the fist year, in group I smoking cessation rate was 41% and in group II 51% and this was not statistically significant (p< 0.05). In the sub group analysis the success rates for group IIa, IIb and IIc; 44.8%, 62.8% and 64% respectively and bupropion is significantly superior to the NRT (p= 0.01). In study subjects, smoking cessation rates were less with comorbid diseases (p= 0.004), baseline airway obstruction (p= 0.04) and high CO levels (p= 0.008). Results of this analysis confirm that, there is a significant difference between pharmacological treatment and behavioral treatments. Additionally, in the pharmacological approaches, bupropion seems to be superior. Besides, comorbid conditions have been a huge problem to solve.